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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift

Towards a TesTing sTraTegy for  
The idenTificaTion of  

respiraTory sensiTizing chemicals

1.  In silico methods for identifying low molecular weight respiratory sensitizers 
should strictly be used for chemicals in their applicability domain. This restriction 
is not as necessary for in vitro methods.

2.  The chemical properties of a sensitizer alone should not be used to define it as 
a respiratory sensitizer.

3.  Respiratory sensitizers are predicted best in the Direct Peptide Reactivity Assay 
using lysine or cysteine-containing peptides. This does not imply that these amino 
acids are also the most relevant in vivo targets.

4.  Further development of the respiratory sensitization Adverse Outcome Pathway 
will aid to devise a successful testing strategy.

5.  Defining a ‘certain prediction’ is impossible, unless all chemicals have been tested.

6.  The increasing desire to identify more types of respiratory sensitizers requires 
increasingly more complex testing methods.

7.  Development of a new testing method to classify only one chemical subtype of 
a specific type of toxicant, of which the toxic potential is already known, is a waste 
of time.

8.  To prove the absence of a toxic effect is impossible. However, this should not be 
addressed in a testing strategy by adding many tests, but rather by selecting relevant 
tests based on an adverse outcome pathway.
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